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            Abstract
Circadian rhythms influence many behaviours and diseases1,2. They arise from oscillations in gene expression caused by repressor proteins that directly inhibit transcription of their own genes. The fly circadian clock offers a valuable model for studying these processes, wherein Timeless (Tim) plays a critical role in mediating nuclear entry of the transcriptional repressor Period (Per) and the photoreceptor Cryptochrome (Cry) entrains the clock by triggering Tim degradation in light2,3. Here, through cryogenic electron microscopy of the Cry–Tim complex, we show how a light-sensing cryptochrome recognizes its target. Cry engages a continuous core of amino-terminal Tim armadillo repeats, resembling how photolyases recognize damaged DNA, and binds a C-terminal Tim helix, reminiscent of the interactions between light-insensitive cryptochromes and their partners in mammals. The structure highlights how the Cry flavin cofactor undergoes conformational changes that couple to large-scale rearrangements at the molecular interface, and how a phosphorylated segment in Tim may impact clock period by regulating the binding of Importin-α and the nuclear import of Tim–Per4,5. Moreover, the structure reveals that the N terminus of Tim inserts into the restructured Cry pocket to replace the autoinhibitory C-terminal tail released by light, thereby providing a possible explanation for how the long–short Tim polymorphism adapts flies to different climates6,7.
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                    Fig. 1: Cryo-EM structure of the Cry–Tim complex.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Conformational changes of FAD and the Cry CCM after binding Tim.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Conservation of recognition modes by CRY family members.[image: ]


Fig. 4: A structural basis for regulation of TIM nuclear entry.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Cry-Tim purification and cryo-EM workflow.
Purification of Cry-Tim complexes for cryo-EM. (a) SDS-PAGE gel showing complex after elution from the ALFA resin, followed by crosslinking, followed by SEC. (b) SEC trace of purified complex, peak I: aggregates, peak II: Cry-Tim complex, and peak III: excessive ALFA peptide. (c) Processing workflow for Cry-Tim collected on a Talos Arctica (Thermo Fischer Scientific) operated at 200 keV using a Gatan K3 direct electron camera. The red box indicates the final reconstruction in this study. Data processing was carried out in CryoSparc and RELION. Motion Correction was performed by RELION (MotionCor2); with Contrast Transfer Function (CTF) applied in CryoSparc. Topaz was used for particle classification. Overall resolution determination in CryoSparc by Gold Standard Fourier Shell Correlation (GSFSC) is shown at the mid-bottom left. Corrected values give 3.30 Å overall resolution. Local resolution exceeds 2.5 Å, as shown on the bottom right. Particle orientational sampling is reasonably uniform as shown at the bottom left. Number of particles (images) holding a given azimuthal and elevation angle are indicated in the 2-dimensional histogram.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Tim domain construction and secondary structure assignments.
Domain construction and secondary structure assignments of Tim.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Cry domain construction and secondary structure assignments.
Domain construction and secondary structure assignments of Cry.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Key interactions at the Cry-Tim interface.
(a) Interactions between the bottom half of Tim ARM1-α1 with Cry. ARM1- α1 binds across Cry α14 and α17. The guanidinium of Cry R446 (on α17) forms π-cation interaction with Tim Y11. Tim Y11 participates in hydrophobic contacts with Cry P257, L443 and L447. On Tim α1, Tim P8 stacks against Cry α12 and Tim S15 hydrogen bonds to the backbone carbonyl of Cry A442. (b) In the β-hairpin connecting ARM1- α1 to ARM1- α2 E21 salt-bridges to R474 and C19 interacts with K445. (c) Interactions of the Cry protrusion motif. Tim R109, F113, and H110 interact with the protrusion motif of Cry. Tim ARM1-α7 H110 stacks with Cry H307. Four Met residues (M179, M181 M182, M185) in the ARM1-α9-α10 loop provide side-chain interactions with the tip of the Cry protrusion motif. The Cry α10 helix lengthens to residue A295 compared to the dark state and the following 300–306 residues interact directly with ARM1-α10. (d) Interactions of the Cry C-terminal lid and α20 helix. The restructured C-terminal lid interacts with residues on Tim ARM1- α2. For examples, I34 make a hydrophobic contact with I436 and E37 hydrogen bonds to the backbone of S434. At the end of ARM1- α2, Asn30 contacts the N-terminal end of Cry α20. A DSSO crosslink observed between Lys510 on Cry α20 and Lys41 on ARM1-α3 is fully consistent with the observed interface.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Changes in flavin binding pocket for Cry dark and bound states.
Comparison of the flavin pocket in Cry-Tim compared to in dark-state Cry (PDB 4GU5). (a) In Cry-Tim, Y250 and L251 interact with the FAD pocket and make space for the top of Tim ARM1-α3 to insert F58 behind the new conformation of the phosphate-binding loop. Q311 swivels away from Tim L4. (b) The FAD adenine ring of Cry-Tim shifts 1.5 Å relative to the unbound structure. Cry F318 shifts away from its original position and harbors helix α11 to compensate for the FAD adenine ring adjustment, following the protrusion motif. (c) Q. New diphosphate conformations couple to rearrangement of the Cry 262-to-265 loop.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Exit channel at the Cry-Tim interface and Cry secondary pocket.
(a) Putative exit channel for the additional 23 N-terminal residues of L-Tim. The first residue of Tim (M1) is colored as red. A solvent accessible channel at the interface between the two proteins is marked as the green arrow. (b) Electron density for the secondary binding pocket of CRY where antenna cofactors bind in photolyases and mCRY interact with other clock proteins (red box). Cry (yellow), Tim (periwinkle blue), Tim 1,209–1,219 (blue), Tim groove (navy blue). Although the pocket is well formed, there is no obvious density for additional moieties.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Tim peripheral helix and groove peptide fitting to the electron density map and associated Q-scores.
(a) Real-space electron density fitting metrics for the top scoring sequence assignments for the Tim peripheral helix. Real space density agreements were calculated in Q-scores and are shown above for sidechains and below for mainchains. One of the top scoring segments, residues 1209–1219 (top left) was also predicted by AlphaFold2.1 to interact with Cry at the position of the observed electron density, the model confidence pLDDT scores for this segment are given at the top right. (b) Real-space electron density fitting metrics for the top scoring sequence assignments for the Tim groove-binding polypeptide. Real space density agreements were calculated in Q-scores and are shown above for sidechains and below for mainchains. The Tim groove binding polypetide was tested in both directions.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Relative binding affinities between fragments of Tim and Cry H377L by the SWFTI assay.
(a) The Cry H377L variant acts as a constitutive light-activated state and enhances binding affinity for Tim by stabilizing the Tim-binding conformation of Cry16. H377L thereby increases Tim expression levels and facilitates detection of weaker binding variants. Mean ± standard error is shown for sample size = 3, from different biological replicates. One-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD test was used to determine p values. (b) Pull down results of Cry-H377L with Tim-1133-1398. Cry-H377L interacts with the C-terminal regions of Tim. Gel lanes containing replicates or unrelated samples are not shown. (c) Quantification of the binding strength between Cry-H377L and Tim (1133–1398) compared to the negative control (Cry-H377L only with the same amount of resin). The binding strength is defined as the amount of Cry on the resin divided by the amount of Cry in the lysate sample. The negative control is normalized to 1. Mean ± standard error is shown for sample size = 3, from different biological replicates. Two-tailed unpaired t-test was used to determine p value. Binding affinities could not be derived from this experiment owing to the challenge of producing excessive Cry relative to Tim 1133–1398.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Comparisons of structural features in the Cry-Tim complex to those of CRY and TIM homologues.
(a) Structural comparison of Cry-Tim with mammalian CRY bound with mammalian PER. Tim 1209–1219 (blue) follows the backbone trace of mPER (CryΔ (yellow), Tim BD2 1209–1219 (blue)). 4CT0: Crystal Structure of Mouse Cryptochrome1 in Complex with Period2 (magenta). 4U8H: Crystal Structure of Mammalian Period-Cryptochrome Complex (green). 6OF7: Crystal structure of the CRY1-PER2 complex (orange red). (b) Structural comparison of Cry-Tim (Cry (yellow), Tim (periwinkle blue), Tim 1209–1219 (blue), Tim groove peptide (navy blue)) with the crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of human Timeless (PDB ID: 5MQI, salmon). Note that mammalian mTIM does not contain the N-terminal residues that bind into the Cry flavin pocket. (c) Structural superposition of Tim PAB (Parp-1 binding) domain and Parp-1 model with the structure of human TIM PAB bound to the PARP-1 catalytic domain (4XHU). Red box highlights the additional Tim α-helix (PAB-C-α4) that is incompatible with the interface formed by human PARP-1 and Tim PARP-1 binding. The Tim C region conserved across TIM proteins (residue 1051–1096) is also shown. Tim (this study, periwinkle blue), Drosophila Parp-1 (AlphaFold2.1 model: dark red) 4XHU (PAB:green, PARP-1:orange). (d) Superposition of Tim and Tof1 within the replisome.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Interactions between Tim and its homologs with extended polypeptides in their respective ARM grooves in relation to crosslinking map of Cry-Tim.
(a) Sequence alignment of top Tim structural homologs. Boxes outline the conserved R-XXX-N and RN residues within the ARM motifs that interact with the extended polypeptide chains of binding partners. Protein Data Bank (PDB) codes are shown on the left. (b) The extended peptide bound in the Tim groove resembles interactions found in other ARM-repeat proteins such as Importin-α1, β-catenin, and yeast TIM proteins. ARM-repeat proteins were structurally superimposed by their ARM-repeat cores to show the alignment of the extended peptides that bind in the crescent groove common to the family. For clarity only the groove peptides are displaced. Extended polypeptides found in yeast TOF1 (6SKL) and β-catenin (3IFQ) and Tim travel on the same lateral axis anti-parallel to the other importin- α, β-catenin, and Tim protein homologues. The PDB labels indicate the N terminus of the loop. 6SKL: Cryo-EM structure of the CMG Fork Protection Complex at a replication fork - Conformation 1 (lavender), 3IFQ: Interaction of plakoglobin and β-catenin with desmosomal cadherins (gold), 1JDH: Crystal structure of β-catenin and htcf-4 (purple), 3L3Q: Mouse importin α-pepTM NLS peptide complex (gray), 3KND: TPX2-importin-α complex (magenta), 1IQ1: Crystal structure of the importin-α(44–54)-importin-α(70–529) complex (salmon), 3UKX: Mouse importin-α:Bimax2 peptide complex (sky blue). (c) Map of DSSO lysine residue crosslinking defined by mass spectroscopy for the Cry-Tim complex. For the LysC+trypsin digested sample, although +2-charged peptides were excluded in the analysis, 59.79% sequence coverage for Cry and 49.81% for Tim were obtained. For the LysC+trypsin+GluC digested sample, 25.07% sequence coverage was obtained for Cry and 25.53% sequence coverage was obtained for Tim. Summary of the cross-links are given in the attached excel files and the raw data has been submitted to the PRIDE database.
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